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R ob Kardashian can’t keep up with his
filming schedule. Following a three-
year TV hiatus, the once-reclusive
reality star, 29, “has skipped and not

shown up for” several shoots for Rob &
Chyna, his upcoming six-episode E! docu-
series with fiancée Blac Chyna, a source
confirms. “He’s struggling to readjust to the
grind.” While Chyna, 28, five months preg-
nant with their daughter, has filmed solo
during his recent absences, Kardashian
fears the spinoff was a mistake. “It was like
a honeymoon before the show started,” ex-
plains a source close to Kardashian, who has
battled depression and briefly unfollowed his
bride-to-be on Instagram after a July spat.
“But filming and living with your pregnant
partner is stressful. Rob shuts down.”

ROB KARDASHIAN
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Jamie Chung (above)
sampling SkinCeuticals
Phyto Corrective Masque
at the brand’s launch in
New York City.

Olivia Munn lunching
with girlfriends at Alema-
gou in Mykonos, Greece.

Zoë Kravitz sipping
Maestro Dobel Tequila on
the rocks in the VIP lounge
at Lollapalooza in Chicago.

Ben McKenzie playing
soccer with girlfriend
Morena Baccarin and her
2-year-old son, Julius,
in NYC’s Battery Park.

Gwyneth Paltrow danc-
ing with 10-year-old son
Moses at a Goop and Net-
a-Porter party at Paltrow’s
house in the Hamptons.

Ben Foster and girlfriend
Laura Prepon laughing
with a bartender at a bar
in Brooklyn’s Williamsburg
neighborhood.

Busy Philipps hugging
America Ferrera after a
difficult spin class at Soul-
Cycle in West Hollywood.

Ellie Goulding leaving
her suite for a Jungle Bird
cocktail on the rooftop
bar of the Thompson
hotel in Seattle.

Maggie Gyllenhaal chas-
ing 4-year-old daughter
Gloria around Almondine
Bakery in Brooklyn’s
Dumbo neighborhood.

VIP SCENE

Now Gwen Stefani
and Blake Shelton
are collaborating
on their future.
An insider says
the pair have hired
Jerri Woolworth, who
has produced events
for President Barack
Obama, to plan a
wedding in Nashville.
(A Shelton pal denies
they’ve set a date.)
Meanwhile, their animal
attraction was on display
at the Cincinnati Zoo
August 8. As Shelton,
40, wrapped his arms
around the rocker, 46,
an onlooker notes,
“she had a huge
smile on her face!”

NASHVILLE
NUPTIALS

Maybe their romance wasn’t so bad after
all. Taylor Kinney and Lady Gaga “have

been talking,” a source close to the Chicago Fire
actor, 35, tells Hot Stuff. “Taylor really hopes
they’ll get back together.” (The pair ended their
17-month engagement in July, citing distance
and conflicting work schedules.) Though Gaga’s
assistants recently moved her belongings
out of Kinney’s Chicago apartment, a pal says
it’s more telling that the singer, 30, kept her
heart-shape 15-carat engagement ring. “There’s
still a chance for them,” says the source.
“She feels terrible and hopes it works out.”

She Still Has the Ring!
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“You will
see a lot of

fighting on the
show,” says a
source close
to the pair

(in Las Vegas
May 27).

Gaga (in L.A.
with Kinney
Feb. 28) is

recording her
sixth album.


